# CSU Pandemic Preparedness Team
## Public Health Guide

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>UNTIL MAY 16</strong></th>
<th><strong>MAY 17-JULY 31</strong></th>
<th><strong>AUG. 9 FORWARD</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### University-Wide
- Masks required
- COVID Reporter
- Weekly saliva screening (unless fully vaccinated)
- Sanitizing stations
- Contact tracing, testing to confirm
- Vaccines strongly encouraged

### Classes and Programs
- 6 feet physical distancing
- Seating charts required
- 3 feet physical distancing up to 100% capacity allowed
- Seating charts strongly recommended
- 100% capacity allowed
- 100% capacity allowed
- Follow county, state and NCAA requirements
- Authorized if following CSU requirements
- Follow current guidelines

### Laboratories and Research Spaces
- 6 feet physical distancing
- Mask plus face shield or goggles
- (Seating charts required for academic labs)
- Resume standard ppe for lab
- 100% capacity allowed
- 100% capacity allowed

### Work Spaces and Offices
- 6 feet physical distancing
- Current capacities
- 100% capacity allowed
- May begin returning remote employees to university spaces
- HR providing guidance on: – Temporary Work Adjustment phase out data – How to apply Telework policy, supervisor considerations – OECD accommodation requests – COVID leave benefits
- 100% capacity allowed
- Follow catering requirements
- 50% capacity up to 175 people

### Students in University Housing
- No guests
- Designated isolation and quarantine spaces
- Masks required
- 100% capacity allowed
- Designated isolation and quarantine spaces
- Pre-start health questionnaire
- Ask participants daily about symptoms
- Cohorts (no mixing among groups)
- Current capacity guidelines
- 6 feet distancing indoors
- 50 people per field, court, or rink

### Travel, Carpooling, Charter Buses, Visitors to Campuses
- Follow CDC guidance
- No domestic travel restrictions
- Follow destination restrictions
- Follow destination requirements
- Masks required
- Up to 50% capacity
- Masks required > one occupant
- Increase ventilation when possible
- 100% capacity allowed with 3 feet
- Event ticketing may be required
- Masks required > one occupant
- Follow catering requirements for food
- 50% capacity up to 175 people

### CATERING, RESTAURANTS, FOOD COURT, DINING CENTERS, RETAIL
- Grab-an-go meals
- Limited on-site dining
- On-site dining allowed with 3 feet physical distancing
- On-site dining allowed, 100% capacity allowed
- Self-service stations allowed
- 100% capacity allowed
- 100% capacity allowed

### EVENTS AND ENTERTAINMENT, UNIVERSITY ATHLETICS
- Indoor Events without Assigned Seats (i.e., social hour, reception)
  - 50% capacity up to 175 people
  - Follow catering requirements for food
  - Follow indoor gym guidance
  - Participant roster and attendance list by date

- Indoor Events with Assigned Seats (i.e., performing arts, speaker)
  - 6 feet physical distancing up to 100% capacity between parties
  - More than 500 requires approval
  - Follow catering requirements

- Outdoor Events
  - 100% capacity allowed
  - Event ticketing may be required
  - Masks required > one occupant
  - Pre-COVID event approval process required

- Athletics
  - 100% capacity allowed
  - Follow county, state and NCAA requirements
  - Follow county, state and NCAA requirements

### THE REC, CLUB SPORTS, GROUP SPORTS, CAMPS, CONFERENCES
- 100% capacity allowed with 6 feet physical distancing
- 100% capacity allowed with 3 feet physical distancing
- Follow indoor gym guidance
- Participant roster and attendance list by date
- 75 people per field, court, or rink
- Follow indoor gym guidance
- Participant roster and attendance list by date
- 50 people per field, court, or rink
- 100% capacity allowed
- 100% capacity allowed
- Participants complete daily symptom questions (provided by organizers) before attending
- 100% capacity allowed
- Pre-COVID event approval process required

### Rec and Indoor Gyms
- 100% capacity allowed
- Follow indoor gym guidance
- Participant roster and attendance list by date
- 50 people per field, court, or rink
- Follow indoor gym guidance
- Participant roster and attendance list by date
- 50 people per field, court, or rink

- Indoor Group Sports and Camps
- 100% capacity allowed
- Check with CSU Public Health for guidance
- Check with CSU Public Health for guidance
- Check with CSU Public Health for guidance

- Outdoor Group Sports and Camps
- 100% capacity allowed
- Check with CSU Public Health for guidance
- Check with CSU Public Health for guidance

- Conferences, Youth, and Academic Programs (including overnight stays)
- 6 feet distancing indoors
- Current capacity guidelines
- Cohorts (no mixing among groups)
- Ask participants daily about symptoms
- Pre-start health questionnaire
- 3 feet distancing up to 100% capacity allowed
- Cohorts (no mixing among groups)
- Participants complete daily symptom questions (provided by organizers) before attending
- 100% capacity allowed
- Check with CSU Public Health for guidance

---

*This plan is subject to change as needed to address public health concerns.*
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